ENROLL YOUR NAME FOR CA TEST SERIES

CA SERIES
CA Series is an Online Education Portal for arrangements for the Chartered Accountancy tests. CMS has been
serving the understudies beginning around 2015 with its quality inquiry papers and Professional direction from
subject-wise specialists. With a group of in excess of 13 CA, CS, and Lawyers, in excess of 28000
understudies cleared their CA tests profiting from the CMS Platform. CMS has attached up development to
Offline organizations in Metro urban areas in the impending year with the goal that understudies can endeavor
the Test Papers both Online and through Offline focuses. Now clearing CA exams is not tough. Join the
CMS Community and clear your CA test in your first Attempt

CA intermediate and final course
Chartered accountancy is a characterization given to a got expert certificate through certification and regarded
foundation in which he/she is able to deal with issues in regard to accounting taxation of a company, it
incorporates documenting government forms, and budget reports, records of investment. A chartered accountant is
so qualified adviser to clients or companies. To become a CA, he/she needs to meet all requirements for three
phases of preparation which are given by the ICAI (Institute of chartered accountants of India). Presently, there
are 2 methods for moving toward CA capability, it is possible that you can go along with it after the twelfth in
which you will join the FOUNDATION COURSE ROUTE you can.

Eligibility criteria for joining direct entry are as follows:
Trade graduate/post-graduate with a base of 55% total or any graduation with 60% total, including 9 months
of preparing under any qualified CA.
Being a CA is a huge responsibility because he/she advises clients but also makes sure that there should never
be any irregularities or frauds, that’s why there are certain skill sets that a CA should have to handle any
situation.
Commercial awareness
Communication skills
Professionalism
Teamwork skills
Analysing skills
Eye for detail
The success rate of the qualifying CA exam is around 16.76% as of 2022 which means that only 16 students
out of 100 manage to pass it.

Ultimately. we should find out what makes CA tests so hard
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Firstly, the nature of economic laws and how they change makes it quite hard to remember and be updated all
the time.
Besides, there is no proper guidance in this career, with just a 16% of progress rate and 86% disappointment in
understudies in some cases get confused.
Ultimately, there could be no appropriate instructing facilities in this calling however much different degrees do.
To handle these issues caseries.com is the one spot where you can settle your questions and issues as caseries.com
is one of the most experienced and most established foundations that gives the best test series for the intermediate
and final course of CA, they also provide proper guidance about your doubts and mistake did in your test,
however you like whether it’s on regular call on a video call. The rates for the f tests depend on the plan you
choose.
Enroll for CA test series: -https://caseries.com/
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